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Q. What other jobs could this person do?

Creativity ........................... 60Communication .................. 57Working with a team ....... 74Using numbers .................. 97Reading & writing ............. 75Scientific knowledge ....... 75Hands on practical skills . 69

job details

My job is about how the roads you travel on 

and the buildings around you are built. I have 

to make sure that buildings don’t fall down 

even if they are hit by an earthquake. I work 

on projects around the world.
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Do you have the skills to do this job?Q.

Creativity ........................... 60Communication .................. 42Working with a team ....... 42Using numbers .................. 100Reading & writing ............. 60Scientific knowledge ....... 67Hands on practical skills . 80 Electrical
Engineer
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job details

  
           I enjoy the challenge of 

finding new ways     to do things. I work in 

communications on things like satellites and 

fibre optics. I specialise in wireless technology 

for things like your mobile phone.
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mechanical engineer
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What would be the best thing about having this job?Q.

Creativity ........................... 60Communication .................. 32Working with a team ....... 67Using numbers .................. 97Reading & writing ............. 75Scientific knowledge ....... 79Hands on practical skills . 76

job details

E

I like to work with machines making things move. 

I particularly like cars which have lots of moving 

parts which need to be carefully designed.

I would like to work on Formula One cars.
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Is I.C.T. important in this job?Q.

Creativity ........................... 60Communication .................. 34Working with a team ....... 67Using numbers .................. 98Reading & writing ............. 75Scientific knowledge ....... 86Hands on practical skills . 70

job details

E

Mechanical
Engineer

Civil
Engineer

Electronic
Engineer

I specialise in robotics,

that is making computers behave like humans. 

I believe that in the future we will get more 

assistance from robot helpers and computers

might even think for themselves.


